Sident Dental Systems
Get over £22,000 worth of FREE Extras with Sident’s New Teneo Treatment Centre Offer

To celebrate the launch of Sirona’s NEW Teneo Treatment Centre, Sident Dental Systems are offering a range of FREE Extras. The Extras include a FREE Comfort Package, Innovations Package, Clinical Package and Sivision Package. For further information contact Sident today!

In addition to all the above, the NEW Teneo Treatment Centre offers many exceptional innovations and is designed to reduce the operator’s workload, leaving them free to concentrate on the patient instead. It offers clinicians simple and intuitive operation via its EasyTouch user interface, wire- less foot control for optimum flexibility without cable clutter, intuitive and dynamic seating via the HUGO stool, and an array of patient communication and entertainment tools.

Teneo is available in three attractive and interchangeable colour schemes, which enable clinicians to create their own individualised interior design.

For further information contact Sident Dental Systems on 01932 582900, email j.colville@sident.co.uk or visit www.sident.co.uk.

Whose been sitting on my chair?
Bambach’s revolutionary stool could become a hot seat – and not just for you!

We all know about healthy eating and taking regular exercise but what about healthy seating? As dental professionals we tend to sit a lot of the time and with increasingly complex treatment cases it looks like longer sessions in the chair are not just in store for our patients but us too.

Sitting with the correct posture is very important as it reduces the strain on your lower back. Bambach’s unique saddle seat design allows the spine and pelvis to work together to create balance and mobility in the upright position. As a result good posture happens naturally as you sit on this cleverly designed stool which encourages ‘dynamic’ seating where body weight is additionally taken on the feet further promoting health.

So for natural relief and to prevent occupational back pain for all members of the dental team call Bambach today on freephone 0800 581108 or visit www.bambach.co.uk. There’s even a free 50 day trial period!

Heka Dental
Get a FREE trip to Copenhagen!
With Heka Dental you’re in safe hands!

Heka Dental invite Dentists to visit Copenhagen to see their design and production facilities, as well as their beautiful city. There will be several trips a year, normally running from Thursday morning to Saturday afternoon. During which guests will have an opportunity to visit their factory as well as Wonder-
ful Copenhagen. For Dentists ordering a Heka Dental pack age box or during the trip the entire visit will be free. Other wise, Dentists will only need to pay for the flight and hotel.

Incorporating the latest Treatment Centre Technology, Heka Dental’s UNIC is the ultimate embodiment of feedback from patients, dentists and service engineers etc. Combining aesthetics with functionality, its inviting appearance and carefully thought through functionality creating the perfect environment for a pleasant dental visit.

Heka Dental equipment is available in the UK from Dental Services Direct, telephone 0150 252 2728 or visit www.heka-dental.dk for further information.

ABAC compressors

Many dental practices face unexpected interruptions and high repair costs caused by failing and overheating compressors. An old compressor can also provide poor quality air, which reduces lifetime of dental units and handpieces, and can seriously compromise the effects of your work, if contaminated with oil.

Manufactured to order they meet all the incumbent’s needs including specific requirements on colours and materials. Support Chairs also offer a wide range of accessories including new Swing and Swing Mini Armrests.

Easy to fit and convert between left and right handed operators, the Swing Armrest offers a number of options for varied seating positions and is easy to use with Support Chairs’ complete range.

The Swing Mini Armrest has the same features as Swing but is smaller. Designed for use specifically with Support Stool, its smaller size suits their beautiful and stylish design to perfection.

For further information contact your regular Dental Dealer or Support Chairs on 01296 581764, fax 01296 586085, email sales@support stool.co.uk or visit www.supportstool.co.uk.

Ceramic Systems (CEREC®)
NEW CEREC® AC makes impression free dental practice a reality

The KaVo ESTETICA E80 is a suspended chair that gives the patient and dentist exceptional freedom of movement. The area under the unit is completely open for the dentist and assistant; there is plenty of room for comfortable leg positioning. Procedures run much smoother and more efficiently leaving the professional to focus on quality dental care.

The ESTETICA E80 takes your health into consideration as the individual working positions and habits ensure that your posture is constantly healthy, stress-free and relaxed.

The Primus 1058 is designed to offer all the quality and technology advantages of a KaVo unit, with the added benefit of working flexibility. This unit allows for permanent installation in either the right or left-handed position, whilst offering ideal patient positioning including an offset backrest artic-ulating 3D models enabling Den-
tists to offer an even wider range of restorations. It combines the NEW CEREC® Blue-
cam camera with updated CEREC® 3D software which makes it even easier to operate.

Instead of conventional laser or infra-red light sources, Bluecam features high-per-
formance LEDs which deliver optical impressions of unprecedented precision. This ensures the final restoration’s excellent accuracy of fit, speeds up the bonding process and reduces any excess luting cement to be removed.

Bluecam delivers razor-sharp images, its built-in shake detection system enhancing overall precision. Its automatic exposure function and extensive depth of field means the en-
tire impression-taking process can now be delegated.

For further information, contact Ceramic Systems Limited on 01932 582958, email J.osullivan@ceramicsystems.co.uk or visit www.ceramicsystems.co.uk.

Are You Sitting Comfortably?

Introduce leading cutting-edge technology into your prac-
tice with KaVo and see fantastic results.

The NEW CEREC® AC from Ceramic Systems (CEREC®) enables Clinicians to capture whole jaw arches – quickly and conveniently - without the need for impressions; generating vir-
NEW CEREC AC Bluecam ~ Seen in a new light

Sirona UK is a specialist division of Sirona Dental Systems, the manufacturer of the CEREC System, and has now for the last 3 years supplied and supported CEREC 3 CAD/CAM all-ceramic restoration system here in the UK.

With product simplicity key to the success of any dental practice, Sirona are now proud to launch their new CEREC AC Bluecam imagining unit making the CEREC even easier to use for the dentist.

Sirona has helped to successfully integrate CEREC into dental practices for over 22 years, with more than 24,000 systems now in place worldwide. It offers convincing long-term aesthetic restorations in a single visit.

Sirona UK’s mission is to deliver satisfaction to the dentist using tried and tested in-surgery training methods supported by CEREC Specialists who are dedicated to your success.

To find out how the Sirona team can directly support your practice and for a no obligation demonstration please telephone 01442 269501 or email info@sironadental.co.uk or visit www.sironadental.co.uk.

DentalEZ Chairs & Units

DentalEZ pioneered sit down dentistry in the 1950’s with the J Chair and have continued developing their range of equipment throughout the decades.

Whether you want a good all round starter package, such as the Simplicity (shown), through to the J/V Generation with its standard eight programmes and unique seat tilt movement for sheer luxury.

DentalEZ have been making equipment for over 50 years and offer ambidextrous style, over patient, cabinet mounted and cart style units which can be mounted to their range of chairs and with upholstery choices from basic through to Ultra-leather and colour range to suit all tastes.

DentalEZ also offer lighting, stools and suction to give you a fully integrated look to your surgery.

Contact Tel 01442 269501 email info@dentalez.co.uk or visit www.dentalez.co.uk.

We have been designing and manufacturing seating for the dental and medical profession for over 40 years.

Stevens Seating Ltd

Surgical, endodontic and prosthodontic equipment for over 50 years and assembling the highest quality components available worldwide and assembling the finished product by hand in the UK. We use only top quality materials and offer a comprehensive range of options to our customers, we provide superior seating products at the most competitive price available in the UK.

The Model B+ and A+ are the latest versions of the Pratique stool which has a sophisticated mechanism. There is a lever that affects the seat height as well as two adjustments for the double-curved back rest that once set will enhance comfort throughout the day. The A+ is our higher stool with a foot rest. All materials used are fire retardant.

If you require any further information then please visit our website at www.stevenseating.co.uk or give us a call on 01245 267 586.

DentalEZ have been making equipment for over 50 years and offer ambidextrous style, over patient, cabinet mounted and cart style units which can be mounted to their range of chairs and with upholstery choices from basic through to Ultra-leather and colour range to suit all tastes.

Monitoring oral health improvement and clinical quality is an important part of delivering oral health care in the UK and Software of Excellence are committed to ensuring the management of patient Care Pathways is simple and easy for your practice to implement.

By working closely with dental practices and PCT’s Software of Excellence have ensured that EXACT™ and Soel Health are capable of providing the necessary tools and the software is available on the website under ‘Stockists’. OraLight is available through dentists for patients to buy, UK and International Trade outlets can be found on the website.

If your PCT contract includes the requirement to provide oral health care in the UK then please contact KaVo on 01494 8700 10.

NEW 2009 Catalogue – Out Now!

Henry Schein Minerva provides everything and anything you could possibly need for your practice and it’s all available in their NEW customer friendly 2009 Product Catalogue.

The design of your practice and the products used are essential for the comfort and satisfaction of both you and your patients and the new 2009 Henry Schein Minerva catalogue successfully reflects their dedication to providing you with top of the range products, from high tech digital imaging through to surgery consumables.

The new Henry Schein Minerva catalogue contains a range of over 3,200 own brand products, specifically designed to save you money on essential products, it is also fully barcode’d to make purchasing both quicker and easier.

Since no two practices are ever the same, the new catalogue also features a unique reference guide, with details of ‘Platinum’, ‘Gold’ and ‘Silver’ groups for your large capital equipment purchases.

Please contact KaVo on 01494 8700 10 or visit their website to order your copy.

Tri-Sok now available in a cost effective 7gr tube!

Tri-Sok is used for the treatment, after development, of inflammation in an extraction socket. Tri-Sok also prevents infection in the extraction socket where there is a history of Dry Socket and where the extraction has been traumatic. It contains Chlortetracycline, a broad-spectrum antibiotic that acts against infective organisms.

Aspirin exerts analgesic and anti-inflammatory actions. The topical application reduces swelling and post-operative pain.

TMS Link Plus from Coltène Whaledent

The TMS Link Plus pins embody detailed features developed from research and clinical applications. The safety stop and depth-limiting drill eliminates the danger of pulpal and periodontal penetration and gives consistent shear.

A ball-joint link to shank provides self-alignment and the tapered end provides easier penetration. The buttress...
Cutting Edge Training Resources From PracticeWorks

PracticeWorks is providing innovative, cost-effective and convenient access to training using the latest technology. The excellent training facilities offer:

- Recorded Online Classes and Training Videos: delivered using MasterWorks Learning Centres.
- Web-based e-learning through http://practiceworks.centra.com®, these content-rich and excellently produced courses are always available for repeat viewing.
- Live Online Training: thanks to the Centra system, which enables real-time information sharing in a virtual meeting room environment, dental professionals can access http://practiceworks.centra.com® for live online training that can be easily scheduled at short notice.
- Online Resource Centre: accessible through www.practiceworks.co.uk, this comprehensive source of support includes software update information, advertising and training solutions.

For more information, phone Prestige Dental on 01274 71567 or email Steve@prestige-dental.co.uk.

Flexible, Quality, Training!

Nobel Biocare is renowned for offering the finest education and support outside of dental school and dentists will benefit from the excellent training courses with verifiable CPD points.

Nobel Biocare understands the great importance and responsibility placed on the shoulders of nurses and has constructed informative, flexible training to help you grow in your chosen field.

With a busy schedule, time away from home and work is difficult, so Nobel Biocare is bringing the courses to you. You will find a range of dates across the UK and Ireland that will not only suit your timetable, but also your abilities.

Delegates will also benefit from the hands-on Replace™ Tapered system and patient fol-
imulation and management advice.

For information call 0800 189 9652 or visit www.practiceworks.co.uk
Happy Birthday KaVo!

Dental Innovation and Inspiration for 100 years!

From its humble beginnings in 1909, KaVo Dental Ltd quickly grew into one of the market leaders in the dental sector. The company was built and founded on quality, precision and longevity, and KaVo has remained true to its 100-year old motto and outstanding principles.

Crafting equipment from the finest materials, each design has been carefully created in conjunction with the thoughts and desires of dental professionals from around the world. The team at KaVo prides itself on listening to the voice of the industry front line, where professionals who are exposed daily to the dental working environment can offer excellent insights into what really makes a difference in the equipment they use.

The vast KaVo range offers every practice the opportunity to have the very best instruments, a beautiful, harmonious interior and state-of-the-art technology available to staff and patients.

For more information on 100 years of KaVo or how you can celebrate with us for an entire year contact KaVo on 01494 733 000, email: sales@kavo.com or visit www.kavo.com.

Perio-Implant Europe Sponsor

Master the Business of Dentistry with Dr Roger P. Levin

Perio-Implant Europe Ltd is proud to present Managing And

Growing Cosmetics & Implants

In The General Practice by world-renowned specialist Dr Roger P. Levin (Friday 26th June, London).

Recommended for dentists and their teams, the seminar will explore how to successfully embrace the opportunities offered by implantology. Dr Levin will explain how to realise practice potential by scheduling strategies for patients, presenting cases effectively, developing superb customer service and more.

Dr Levin is a well-known lecturer and columnist, with over 50 books to his name. The Levin Group offers an invaluable practice management consultation service to dentists, including financial planning, wealth management, recruitment and transition services. Dentists seeking to provide outstanding implant treatment should reserve their place today, as this is set to be another popular seminar from a leading expert with an international reputation.

For more information please contact Panadent on 01689 88 17 88 or visit www.panadent.net.

UCL Certificate in Endodontics

The UCL Eastman Certificate in Endodontics is a 24 day course commencing in October and lasting over 12 months. Participants will have the choice whether to attend full-time or part-time, with duration modules spread over the year.

Delivered partly through seminars and lectures, practical sessions will take place in state-of-the-art endodontic skills laboratory using microscopes and the latest instruments.

Some of the topics to be covered will include:

- Pulpal and periradicular pathology
- Endodontic diagnosis
- Success and failure
- Innovations in endodontics
- Non-vital bleaching

The course will be directed by Richard Kahan and co-ordinated by Tony Druitt. Lecturers will include Nigel Foot, Maria de la Puente and Christine Premdas amongst others.

This innovative technique course will enable participants to experience current endodontic armamentarium with interactive discussions on clinical cases.

The course will lead to a UCL Eastman Certificate in Endodontics through examination.

For more information please call 01276 469 600 or email info@implantsuccess.com www.implantsuccess.com.

Vizilite Plus™ Screening Test for Oral cancer

Vizilite Plus™ is a simple technology to assist in the early detection of oral abnormalities including premalignant lesions and oral cancer.

Vizilite Plus™ comprises of a chemiluminescent light source (Vizilite) to improve the identification of lesions and a blue phe-nothazine dye (FBis) to mark those lesions identified by Vizilite. Carried out as part of a general checkup, Vizilite Plus™ is a simple, low cost, pain free and 100 % sensitive test that can help save lives or give Patients peace of mind.

For more information please call 01276 469 600 or email info@implantsuccess.com www.implantsuccess.com.

CarieScan

The unique CarieScan PRO™ offers dentists the earliest possible detection of caries reducing fillings and the use of X-rays. The first dental diagnostic tool to use AC Impedance Spectroscopy Technology (ACIST), CarieScan PRO™ has been engineered to quantify dental caries in teeth early enough to enable effective preventative treatment.

Once again, Smile-on has answered the call for a flexible and involving learning solution. The combination of an introductory seminar, comprehensive workbook and 90-minute CD-ROM and/or online course, enables dental practices to comply fully with the clinical governance agenda.

Using the proven Plan-Do-Study-Act strategy, the programme helps dental teams to:

- Improve patient experience and satisfaction
- Reduce the scope for error
- Promote evidence-based care
- Encourage the involvement of the whole team
- Facilitate compliance with industry requirements

With the Clinical Governance Performance Management tool, practices can upload their evidence data and can quickly and easily identify what has been achieved, and what remains to be done.

Smile-on is dedicated to delivering learning solutions that are flexible, convenient and make your entire team confident in their knowledge of cutting edge dentistry.

For more information please call Smile-on on 01274 660 080 or email info@smile-on.com www.smile-on.com.

Meet The Challenge Of Clinical Governance With Smile-on

Harness your individual vision with the aid of cutting edge computer aided design software, which allows you to see fully realised 3D views of your practice before construction has even commenced. Working with an experienced team that understands the demanding guidelines of the dental industry, you will reach a design that is fully compliant whilst remaining true to your personal vision.

Dedicated experts make sure that the process runs smoothly to budget and timescale, as your vision takes shape. While you continue to treat your patients, Genius over-sees everything, and when the construction phase is complete, your team will work with you to ensure that you get precisely the equipment, furniture, fixtures and fittings you want.

With a unique non-adversarial and cost-effective approach, Genius is known for the quality of service and guidance it delivers to clients through the entire design and build process, always striving to raise the standard of excellence.

For more information please call Genius on 01582 849 484 or email info@geniusgroup.co.uk www.geniusinteriors.co.uk.